7,700 NEW HOMES FOCUSING ON THE MAIN TOWNS
DARTMOUTH, IVYBRIDGE
KINGSBRIDGE, OKEHAMPTON
TAVISTOCK AND TOTNES

115 SITES FOR HOUSING PROPOSED IN THE PLAN

13,200 NEW JOBS ACROSS THE PLAN AREA

KINGSBRIDGE 395 HOMES
3,300 SQ M OF EMPLOYMENT

11,700 NEW HOMES FOCUSING ON THE MAIN TOWNS
DARTMOUTH, IVYBRIDGE
KINGSBRIDGE, OKEHAMPTON
TAVISTOCK AND TOTNES

300,000 SQ M OF NEW EMPLOYMENT SPACE IDENTIFIED ON 43 NEW SITES

IVYBRIDGE 1,079 HOMES
10,400 SQ M OF EMPLOYMENT

KINGSBRIDGE 395 HOMES
3,300 SQ M OF EMPLOYMENT

TOTNES 529 HOMES
8,200 SQ M OF EMPLOYMENT

300,000 SQ M OF NEW EMPLOYMENT SPACE IDENTIFIED ON 43 NEW SITES

POLICIES MAP - THRIVING TOWNS AND VILLAGES POLICY AREA (SOUTH HAMS)
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There are three policy maps which form part of the joint Local Plan (JLP): West Devon Policy Map, Plymouth Policy Map, and South Hams Policy Map.

PLY?? AND TTV?? are policy numbers which refer to the policies set out in the JLP.

For full interactive version of the plan visit: www.plymswdevonplan.co.uk